Making the Thrust Ring
Cut two 11” long by ¾” wide strips from your second piece of card stock. Wrap the first piece around the ½” dowel as tight and straight as possible. Unroll, then roll one end on the dowel exactly one time around and draw a line like you did with the body tube (Note: it is not so critical to roll exactly one time around on the thrust ring, but you do need to go at LEAST one time around).
Use regular Elmer’s on the long side of your line. Make sure you spread the glue all the way to the edges of the paper, and be careful not to use too much glue – you only need a thin layer.
Reroll the paper on the dowel. Try to get it as tight and straight as possible. If your paper was not cut perfectly straight, try to keep one side of the paper straight as you roll, and let the other side be angled.
The second piece of card stock will be rolled on top of the first. Because we want it to stick to the first piece of paper, put glue all over the surface. Once both papers have been glued together, remove the thrust ring from the dowel and let it dry. Be gently with it while it is off the dowel – you want a round thrust ring not an oval. 

Installing the Thrust Ring
Unfold your paper clip leaving on the innermost bend, so you have a hook.
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Holding your thrust ring with its best side down, hook the paper clip onto the thrust ring.





Try to insert your thrust ring with hook into the opposite side of the body tube from where you cut off the nosecone. If it will not fit in, you will need to remove some paper from the thrust ring. If it fits in very loosely, you will have to add more paper to your thrust ring. If you did a good job on both the body tube and the thrust ring, it should fit inside fairly snugly. 
Put a mark on the ¾” dowel 2 ½” from the end. Use the dowel to push the thrust ring into the body tube until the mark can barely be seen. Now push the thrust ring out by putting the dowel through the nosecone side and pushing.  Practice putting in the thrust ring until you feel confident you can do it.
Put a large bead of glue around the leading edge of the thrust ring (the glue can go right over the paper clip). Put the thrust ring into the body tube exactly 2 ½”. 
WARNING: You must keep the dowel moving while you install the thrust ring, as glue will be smeared on to it. I find it easiest to turn the dowel as I am installing the thrust ring. If your dowel gets stuck you have ruined your rocket and will need to start over.
Let the glue dry, then put the dowel back into the body tube and push on the thrust ring. If the thrust ring moves, you didn’t have enough glue on it. Put more glue on the thrust ring and put it back into the body tube.


